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We give an operational definition of the quantum, classical, and total amounts of correlations in a bipartite
quantum state. We argue that these quantities can be defined via the amount of work �noise� that is required to
erase �destroy� the correlations: for the total correlation, we have to erase completely, for the quantum corre-
lation we have to erase until a separable state is obtained, and the classical correlation is the maximal corre-
lation left after erasing the quantum correlations. In particular, we show that the total amount of correlations is
equal to the quantum mutual information, thus providing it with a direct operational interpretation. As a
by-product, we obtain a direct, operational, and elementary proof of strong subadditivity of quantum entropy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Landauer �1�, in analyzing the physical nature of �classi-
cal� information, showed that the amount of information
stored, say, in a computer’s memory, is proportional to the
work required to erase the memory �reset to zero all the bits�.
These ideas were further developed by other researchers
�most prominently Bennett� into a deep connection of clas-
sical information and thermodynamics �see �2� for a recent
survey�. Here we follow Landauer’s idea in analyzing quan-
tum information: we want to measure correlation by the
�thermodynamical� effort required to erase �destroy� it.

The main idea of our paper can be understood on a simple
example. Consider a maximally entangled state of two qubits
�equivalent to a singlet�

��+� =
1
�2

��0�A � �0�B + �1�A � �1�B� . �1�

Usually this state is seen as containing 1 ebit, i.e., one bit
of entanglement, based on the asymptotic theory of pure-
state entanglement �3�. The temptation is to think that it con-
tains 1 bit of correlation, and that this correlation is in pure
quantum form �which can be used either in a quantum way—
e.g., for teleportation—or to obtain one perfectly correlated
classical bit�.

We will argue however that this state contains in fact 2
bits of correlation—1 bit of entanglement and 1 bit of �se-
cret� classical correlations, as follows.

Suppose that Alice wants to erase the entanglement be-
tween her bit and Bob’s. She can do this by applying 1 bit of
randomness: she applies to her qubit one of two unitary
transformations 1 or �z with equal probability. By this the
pure state in Eq. �1� becomes a mixture

� =
1

2
��+���+� +

1

2
��−���−� ,

where

��−� =
1
�2

��0�A � �0�B − �1�A � �1�B� .

This mixed state is disentangled because it is identical
with a mixture of two direct product states

� =
1

2
�0��0�A � �0��0�B +

1

2
�1��1�A � �1��1�B.

But although the entanglement is now gone, Alice’s and
Bob’s qubits are still correlated. Indeed, � contains now 1 bit
of purely classical correlations; furthermore, these correla-
tions are secret since, given the procedure by which they
were obtained, they are not correlated with any third party,
such as an eavesdropper.

To also erase these classical correlations Alice has to
“work” more. She can do this by randomly applying a “bit
flip” to �, that is, applying either 1 or �x at random, with
equal probability . This brings the state to

�� =
1

2
1A �

1

2
1B,

where qubit A is completely independent of qubit B.
To summarize, two bits of erasure �or, depending on the

point of view, “bits of noise,” or “error”�, are required to
completely erase the correlations in the singlet. The first bit
erases the entanglement and the second erases the classical
secret correlations that are left after the entanglement is
gone. We then say that the singlet contains 1 bit of pure
entanglement, and 1 bit of secret classical correlation. The
total amount of correlation is 2 bits. We emphasize, however,
that this total amount only makes sense in the above opera-
tional description; obviously, Alice and Bob cannot make use
of both bits of correlation simultaneously.

A couple of remarks concerning the connection to Land-
auer’s theory of information erasure. Just as Landauer did for
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information �entropy�, our approach quantifies correlations
via their robustness against destruction. However, there
seems to be a contradiction: whereas Landauer considers re-
setting the memory to a standard state �and we take for
granted that one can generalize his argument to quantum
memory�, effectively exporting—“dissipating”—the entropy
of the system, we inject entropy into it. This is actually only
an apparent contradiction, as can be seen easily once we
realize that in the above example we tacitly assumed that
Alice forgets which Pauli operator she has applied. Indeed,
we can present what she does in more detail as follows. She
has a reservoir of random bits, which she uses to apply one
of the Pauli operators as above in a reversible way �by a
quantum-controlled unitary�. This step does not affect the
correlations between A and B. Only when she decides to
erase �forget� the random bits, then the correlations are af-
fected, as we have shown above. Now it is evident that the
entropy pumped into the state is equal to the Landauer era-
sure cost of the random bits.

In this paper we develop these ideas, as follows.
For an arbitrary bipartite quantum state �AB the quantum

mutual information is defined as

I�A:B� = S��A� + S��B� − S��AB� .

�The name is taken from Cerf and Adami �4�, but Stratonov-
ich �5� considered this quantity already in the mid-1960s.�

While this definition is formally very simple, an opera-
tional interpretation for it was hitherto missing �6� �at least
not for the quantity itself with given state; however, it plays
a crucial role in the formula for the entanglement-assisted
capacity of a quantum channel �7��. We show here that the
total amount of correlation, as measured by the minimal rate
of randomness that is required to completely erase all the
correlations in �AB �in a many-copy scenario�, is equal to the
quantum mutual information. This is the main result of Sec.
II. As an important consequence of this result we shall dem-
onstrate that it leads to the strong subadditivity of von Neu-
mann entropy.

In our above example this amount of total correlation di-
vides neatly into the amount required to obliterate the quan-
tum correlations �1 bit�, and the amount to take the resulting
separable state to a product state �1 bit�. We will follow on
this in our discussion contained in Sec. III, where we use this
approach to define the quantum and the classical correlations
in a state, and conjecture how they compare with the total
correlations.

Section IV contains some observations how the total,
quantum, and classical correlations as defined here relate to
other such measures.

Then, in Sec. V, we extend our considerations to correla-
tions �quantum and classical� of more than two players, after
which we conclude.

An Appendix quotes the technical results about typical
subspaces and our main tool, an operator version of the clas-
sical Chernoff bound, which are used repeatedly, as well as
miscellaneous proofs.

II. TOTAL BIPARTITE CORRELATIONS

As explained in the Introduction, we want to add ran-
domness to a state �=�AB of a bipartite system AB �with
local Hilbert space dimensions dA ,dB��� in such a way as
to make it into a product state. In fact, we shall consider
n→� many copies of �, and be content with achieving
decorrelation �product state� approximately �but arbitrarily
well in the asymptotic limit�.

In detail, the randomization will be engineered by an en-
semble of local unitaries 	pi ,Ui � Vi
i=1

N , to which is associ-
ated the randomizing map

R:� � �
i=1

N

pi�Ui � Vi���Ui � Vi�†. �2�

We call the class of such completely positive and trace pre-
serving �CPTP� maps on AB “coordinated local unitary ran-
domizing” �COLUR� maps. Considering that our object is to
study the correlation between A and B, it may seem a bit
suspicious to allow coordinated application of Ui and Vi at
the two sites. Hence we define A-LUR to be those maps
where all Vi=1, and B-LUR those where all Ui=1—because
they can be implemented by application of noise strictly lo-
cally at A or B alone, respectively. The combination of an
A-LUR with a B-LUR map �i.e., independent local noise at
either side� we call simply “local unitary randomizing”
�LUR�.

We say that R �-decorrelates a state � if there is a product
state �A � �B such that

�R��� − �A � �B�1 	 � , �3�

where � · �1 is the trace norm of an operator, i.e., the sum of
the absolute values of the eigenvalues. For technical reasons,
when we study the asymptotics of such transformations �i.e.,
acting on n copies of the state ��, we will demand that the
output of the map R �and similar maps studied below� is
supported on a space of dimension dn, for all n, with some
finite d.

How shall we account for the amount of noise intro-
duced? From the point of view of the ensemble of unitaries,
the most conservative option will be to take log N �all loga-
rithms in this paper are taken to base 2�, the space required to
identify the element i uniquely. A smaller, and in the many-
copy asymptotic meaningful, quantity would be H�p�=
−
ipilog pi. Note, however, that they are not uniquely asso-
ciated with the randomizing map R. However, Schumacher
�8�, and earlier Lindblad �9�, have proposed a measure of the
entropy a CPTP map T injects into the system P on which it
acts: for this purpose, one has to introduce an environment E,
which is initially in a pure state, and to fix a reference system
Z, which purifies �P to ���ZP—note that all such purifications
are related via unitaries on Z. Then, the entropy exchange is
defined as

Se�T,�P� ª S„�idZ � TP�������… .

It is the entropy the environment �initially in a pure state�
acquires in a unitary dilation of the CPTP map. In this paper,
P will be a bipartite system AB.
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Based on elementary properties of the von Neumann en-
tropy, one can see that for every randomizing map R as
above, and every state �,

log N � H�p� � Se�R,�� . �4�

Proposition 1. Consider any COLUR map on the bipartite
system AnBn,

R:� � �
i=1

N

pi�Ui � Vi���Ui � Vi�†,

which �-decorrelates ��n. Then the entropy exchange of R
relative to ��n is lower bounded

Se�R,��n� � n�I�A:B� − 3� log d − �3��� , �5�

where

�x� ª − x log x for x 	
1

e
,

1

e
log e for x �

1

e
.�

In particular, the right-hand side is also a lower bound on
H�p�, and even more so on log N.

Proof. First of all, because R acts locally,

RA ª TrBR���n� = �
i=1

N

piUi�A
�nUi

†,

and similarly for RBªTrAR���n�. Hence we have �using the
concavity of the von Neumann entropy�

S�RA� � nS��A�, S�RB� � nS��B� . �6�

On the other hand, we can argue that R���n� is very close to
RA � RB. Indeed, from Eq. �3� it follows that

�RA − �A�1 	 �R���n� − �A � �B�1 	 � .

Similarly,

�RB − �B�1 	 � .

Thus, by the triangle inequality,

�RA � RB − �A � �B�1 	 2� ,

and we get

�R���n� − RA � RB�1 	 3� . �7�

Hence, by the Fannes inequality �10�,

S�RA� + S�RB� − S„R���n�… 	 3� log dn + �3�� . �8�

Taking into account Eq. �6� we obtain

S„R���n�… � n�S��A� + S��B� − 3� log d − �3��� . �9�

Here we use the fact that multiplying the last term in Eq. �8�
by n will only weaken the inequality. Now, introduce a pu-
rifying reference system Z for our state, �=TrZ�, with a pure
state �= ������ on ZAB. Then the randomizing map acts on
AnBn, producing the state

� = �idZ
�n

� R����n�

on ZnAnBn. So, by definition of the entropy exchange,

Se�R,��n� = S��ZnAnBn� � S��AnBn� − S��Zn�

= S„R���n�… − S���n�

� n�S��A� + S��B� − S��� − 3� log d − �3��� ,

where in the first line we have used the Araki-Lieb �or tri-
angle� inequality �11�, and in the second line the fact that R
acted only on AnBn, i.e., initially S��Zn�=S��AnBn�; in the last
line we have inserted Eq. �9�. �

On the other hand, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2. For any state � and ��0 there exists, for

all sufficiently large n, an A-LUR map

R:� �
1

N
�
i=1

N

�Ui � 1���Ui � 1�†

on AnBn, which �-decorrelates ��n, and with

log N 	 n�I�A:B� + �� .

Proof. For large n, we change the state ��n very little by
restricting it to its typical subspace, with projector � �see the
Appendix�, and even restricting the systems An �Bn� to the
local typical subspaces of �A

�n ��B
�n�, with projector �A ��B�:

�̂ ª ��A � �B����n���A � �B� . �10�

By definition of the typical subspace projectors,

��̂ − ��n�1 	 � + �8�2�� 	 5�� ,

using the “gentle measurement lemma” 2.
From the properties of the typical projectors �see again

the Appendix� we obtain that �̂ is an operator of trace
�1−3� supported on a tensor product of �typical sub�spaces
of dimensions DA	2n�S��A�+�� and DB	2n�S��B�+��, and such
that

�̂ 	
1

D
�A � �B,

where D=2n�S���−��. It is for this latter property that we
needed to put the global typical projector � in the definition
of �̂, Eq. �10�.

For the following argument we will also need a lower
bound on the reduced state on B, which we engineer by a
further reduction. Define the projection �B� on the subspace
where TrA�̂�� /DB, and let

�̃ ª �1A � �B���̂�1A � �B�� .

Then it is immediate that Tr�̃�Tr�̂−��1−4�; hence by the
gentle measurement lemma 2

��̃ − �̂�1 	 �8� ,

and we can keep for later reference the approximation

��̃ − ��n�1 	 8�� . �11�

Observe that we have defined all these projections in such a
way that
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�B� ª TrA�̃ �
�

DB
�B� .

Now take any ensemble of unitaries 	p�dU� ,U
 such that
for all states � from the typical subspace of �A

�n,

�
U

p�dU�U�U† =
1

DA
�A ¬ �A

�a private quantum channel in the terminology of �12��, for
example, the discrete Weyl operators on the typical subspace
of �A

�n, but all unitaries on that subspace with corresponding
Haar measure are good, as well. �The unitaries can behave in
any way outside the subspace.� By elementary linear algebra,

�
U

p�dU��U � 1��̃�U†
� 1� = �A � �B� .

Now we show, using the “operator Chernoff bound,”
Lemma 3 in the Appendix, that we can select a small suben-
semble of these unitaries doing the same job to sufficient
approximation �this is an argument like those used in �13��.
To this end, we understand Alice’s local unitary U as a ran-
dom variable with distribution p�dU�, and define the
operator-valued random variable

X ª D�U � 1��̃�U†
� 1� .

By the above, 0	X	1 and

EX = D�A � �B� � �2−n�I�A:B�+3���A � �B� .

Thus, if X1 ,… ,XN are independent realizations of X, Lemma
3 yields

Pr� 1

N
�
i=1

N

Xi � ��1 − ��EX;�1 + ��EX��
	 2dA

ndB
nexp�− N�2−n�I�A:B�+3���2/2�

where the factor 2 on the right-hand side follows from add-
ing the two probability bounds of Lemma 3. For N
=2n�I�A:B�+4�� or larger �and sufficiently large n� this is smaller
than 1, and we can conclude that there exist U1 ,… ,UN from
the a priori ensemble such that

�1 − ���A � �B� 	
1

N
�
i=1

N

�Ui � 1��̃�Ui � 1�†

	 �1 + ���A � �B� .

Note that it is enough to show that this probability is just
smaller than 1, i.e., that at least one such set of unitaries
exists.

Putting this together with Eq. �11�, we get

� 1

N
�
i=1

N

�Ui � 1���n�Ui � 1�† − �A � �B��
1

	 � + 8��;

hence for the state �Bª�B� /Tr �B� ,

� 1

N
�
i=1

N

�Ui � 1���n�Ui � 1�† − �A � �B�
1

	 5� + 8�� .

The last inequality shows that the map R we have con-
structed does indeed �5�+8���-decorrelate ��n. �

Putting Eq. �4� and Propositions 1 and 2 together, we
obtain the �robust� asymptotic measure of total correlation in
a quantum state.

Theorem 1. The total correlations in a bipartite state �AB,
as measured by the asymptotically minimal amount of local
noise one has to add to turn it into a product �let us denote
this Cer���, the correlation of erasure of ��, is I�A :B�
=S��A�+S��B�−S��AB�. Mathematically,

sup
��0

lim inf
n→�

1

n
min	Se�R,��n�:R �-decorr. COLUR


= sup
��0

lim sup
n→�

1

n
min	log N:R �-decorr. A-LUR
 = I�A:B� .

So, whether we allow general LUR ensembles or ones re-
stricted to A �or B�, whether we count conservatively the size
of the ensemble, log N, or are lax and charge only the en-
tropy exchange, and whether we define the best rate optimis-
tically or pessimistically, it all comes down to the quantum
mutual information as the optimal noise �erasure� rate to re-
move the total correlation. �

In passing we note that this implies the perhaps surprising
result that the three ways of measuring the noise in Eq. �4�
are asymptotically equivalent, as expressed in Propositions 1
and 2. In �14� the authors argue that the entropy exchange is
a way of measuring the noise of a CPTP map based on
compressibility—it seems to us that the connection to that
work is the following: while one can always change the basis
of the environment to interpret the entropy exchange as the
“entropy of Kraus operators acting,” this change of basis will
turn our initially unitary Kraus operators into something else.
We instead want to modify the CPTP map so as to preserve
the entropy exchange and unitarity of the Kraus operators.

We now want to present a line of thought intended to
reconcile our earlier doubts whether allowing coordinated
LUR would be a well-behaved concept. This is based on the
realization that providing the players with the perfectly cor-
related data i �with probability pi� is effectively giving them
another state �=
ipi�i��i�A � �i��i�B. This gives us the idea of
regarding the situation as a kind of catalysis; the task, for
given �general� �, is to decorrelate � � �, but we will have to
discount the overhead Cer��� of just erasing the correlations
in �.

So we really want to consider the infimum �over all �� of
the erasure cost of � � � minus the cost of �. Of course, in
the light of our Theorem 1, this is I�A :B� �which means that
allowing catalysis does not change the content of our theo-
rem�. Conceptually, however, we gain an insight: supposing
we allow only LUR in the randomization, then giving the
parties a perfect correlation � allows them the following
strategy: they use the perfect correlation to implement a gen-
eral COLUR map to erase the correlations in � and after this
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the one in �. We do not need to know how much the latter
costs because we subtract the same cost anyway.

Thus, even though we may be restricted to LUR at first,
the availability of appropriate � in a catalytic scenario effec-
tively motivates consideration of general COLUR maps. It is
a nice observation, though, that in Theorem 1 we can locally
restrict to A-LUR without the need to resort to catalysts.

Remark 1. It may be worth noting that our lower bound in
Proposition 1 is valid for an even larger class of operations,
namely, “local unital” �LUN� CPTP maps: these are compo-
sitions of unital �i.e., identity preserving� maps locally at A
and at B. This is because all we need for the argument is that
the local entropies of Alice and Bob can only increase under
the map, which is exactly the property of unital CPTP maps;
the rest of the proof is the same �observe in particular that
entropy exchange makes sense for whatever CPTP map we
have, not just mixtures of unitaries�. Clearly LUR is a subset
of LUN, and we can even emulate COLUR maps by includ-
ing catalysis in the sense of the previous remarks.

We can interpret this result intuitively using our explana-
tion of our approach in terms of �reversible� local unitaries
and Landauer erasure, as given in the Introduction; namely, it
is well known that unital maps T are exactly those that admit
a dilation

T��� = TrE�U�� �
1

dE
1E�U†� .

Hence, the local unital maps of Alice and Bob can be under-
stood as reversibly interacting their registers with local noise,
with subsequent erasure of that noise. The cost of the latter is
bounded by the entropy exchange.

Corollary 1 (strong subadditivity). For any tripartite state
�ABC,

I�A:C�B� = S��AB� + S��BC� − S��ABC� − S��B� � 0.

Proof. The strong subadditivity inequality as expressed
above is equivalent to

I�A:BC� � I�A:B� .

However, by Theorem 1 above, the left-hand side is the mini-
mum local noise necessary and sufficient to asymptotically
decorrelate A from BC, and we may consider an A-LUR for
this, i.e., randomization acting only on A. Since a map which
�-decorrelates �A�BC surely also �-decorrelates �AB, this mini-
mum noise is larger than or equal to the minimum noise to
decorrelate the latter state, which is the right-hand side, once
more by Theorem 1.

Observe that the proof of Theorem 1 did not invoke
strong subadditivity: in the lower bound, Proposition 1, we
have only used concavity �Schur convexity� and subadditiv-
ity of the entropy; in the upper bound, Proposition 2, only
typical subspaces and random coding were employed. �

Remark 2. While it is worth noting that in our noise model
we have not allowed communication between the parties,
and that indeed �and unsurprisingly� communication can de-
crease as well as increase the total correlation, our result
shows that the total correlation C��� is indeed monotonic

under local operations and classical communication �LOCC�
in the following sense.

Every LOCC is a succession of steps of the form that
Alice �Bob� performs a quantum instrument �15� locally,
transforming the state � into an ensemble 	pi ,�i
, of which
she �he� communicates i to the other party. In general, such a
local quantum instrument can be characterized by adding an
ancillary system A� on, say, Alice’s side and letting A� inter-
act with an original subsystem A. Thus, the transformation

�AB � �A� � �
i

pi�i��i�A� � ��i�AB ¬ �AA�B

is implemented locally by a CPTP map. By adding a local
ancilla Alice cannot change the quantum mutual information
between her and Bob, i.e., initially

I�AA�:B��AB��A�
= I�A:B��AB

. �12�

On the other hand,

I�AA�:B��AB��A�
� I�AA�:B��AA�B

= I�A�:B�� + I�A:B�A���

� I�A:B�A��� = �
i

piI�A:B��i
, �13�

where in the first line we used monotonicity of I under local
operations and the formal “quantum conditional mutual in-
formation,” and in the second line we used standard proper-
ties of the von Neumann entropy. Combining Eqs. �12� and
�13� we obtain

I�A:B��AB
� �

i

piI�A:B��i
.

The expression on the right is the average of the total
correlations after the instrument. We can interpret this as the
correlation between Alice and Bob conditional on an eaves-
dropper who monitors the classical communication between
them; in this way the common knowledge of the classical
message i does not count as correlation between Alice and
Bob.

III. BIPARTITE ENTANGLEMENT AND CLASSICAL
CORRELATIONS

A. Quantum correlations

Now we use the same method of randomization to define
an entanglement measure. It will be the minimum noise one
has to add locally to a state � to make it a separable state �.
Of course, as in Sec. II we will adopt an asymptotic and
approximate point of view.

To the disentanglement process we associate the random-
izing map R as in Eq. �2�. We say that R �-disentangles a
state � if there is a separable state �=
�q��A

�
� �B

� such that

�R��� − ��1 	 � . �14�

As in Sec. II we can �and will� restrict ourselves to LUR,
keeping in mind that the appropriate � in a catalytic scenario
will easily motivate a generalization to COLUR maps.

In the previous section there was an undercurrent message
that the minimum noise we have to add is the �minimal�
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entropy difference between the state and the target class.
There it was product states achievable by LUR; here we will
aim at separable states achievable by LUR �up to � approxi-
mations�. In detail, we can prove the following.

Proposition 3. Let T be an �-disentangling map for ��n.
Then,

log N � H�p� � Se�T,��n�

� inf
�� − R���n��1	�

�S��� − nS��� − n� log d − ���� ,

where the infimum is over all COLUR maps R and separable
states � with ��−R���n��1	�.

Proof. Just as in the proof of Proposition 1, we introduce
a purification � of � on the extended system ZAB; the ran-
domizing map acts on AnBn, resulting in the state

� = �idZ
�n

� T����n� .

As before, by the definition of the entropy exchange,

Se�T,��n� = S��ZnAnBn� � S��AnBn� − S��Zn�

= S„T���n�… − S���n�

� S��� − nS��� − n� log d − ��� ,

where in the first line we have used the triangle inequality
�11�, and in the second line the fact that R acted only on
AnBn; in the last line we have substituted the separable state
� with ��−T���n��1	�, which exists by assumption, and
have used the Fannes inequality. �

Proposition 4. Let k�0 and T be a COLUR map such that
�ªT���k� is separable. Then for all � and sufficiently large
n there exists an �-disentangling COLUR map R as in Eq.
�2�, with

log N 	 n�S��� − kS��� + �� .

Proof. We assume the form of Eq. �2� for the map T. To
begin with, we have for all n,

T�n���kn� = ��n, �15�

which is separable. Our goal will be to construct a COLUR
map with the desired properties, which approximates T�n.

To this end, we use a typical projector �1 of ��kn and a
typical projector �2 of ��n: for sufficiently large n, the right-
hand side is changed by not more than � if we sandwich the
state between �2, and the left-hand side is changed by not
more than � if we replace ��kn by �̃ª�1��kn�1. �This has
the effect of making �̃	 �1/D1��1, with D1�2kn�S���−��.�
Hence,

�̂ ª �2„T
�n��̃�…�2

satisfies ��̂−��n�1	2�.
Since �̂ is supported on a subspace of dimension D2

=Tr �2	2n�S���+��, we alter it again only by not more than �
if we restrict it to the subspace where it is �� /D; denote the
corresponding projector �3 and let �̃ª�3�̂�3.

Now we are in a position to use the operator Chernoff
bound once more: we understand the ensemble of unitaries
defining T�n,

W = UI � VI = �Ui1
� ¯ � Uin

� � �Vi1
� ¯ � Vin

�

as a random variable with probability density p�W�= pI

= pi1
¯pin

. Now we can define random operators

X ª D1�3�2W��̃�W†�2�3,

which by the above obey 0	X	1, and

EX = D1�̃ � �
D1

D2
�3 � �2−n�S���−kS���+2���3.

Hence, for independent realizations X1 ,… ,XN of X,
Lemma 3 gives

Pr� 1

N
�
j=1

N

Xj � ��1 ± ��EX��
	 2dnexp�− N�2−n�S���−kS���+2���2/2� .

Hence, for N=2n�S���−kS���+3�� �and sufficiently large n�, this
probability is less than 1; this means that there are unitaries
W1 ,… ,WN from the original ensemble of product unitaries,
such that

�1 − ���̃ 	
1

N
�
j=1

N

Wj�̃Wj
† 	 �1 + ���̃ .

This statement, however, yields

� 1

N
�
j=1

N

Wj�
�knWj

† − ��n�
1

	 4� ,

and we are done. �
Remark 3. By the same proof technique as in Propositions

2 and 4 one can show that for many independent copies of a
COLUR map T �acting on as many copies of a state ��, the
entropy exchange has, in the asymptotic limit, the actual
character of a classical entropy rate, in the following sense:
the action of the map T�n on a purification of ��n is approxi-
mated by a different COLUR map with N terms, where

log N 	 n�Se�T,�� + �� .

These two propositions can be summarized in the follow-
ing theorem. Let us define, for a given state �, integer n, and
��0, N�n ,�� as the smallest N such that there exists an
�-disentangling COLUR map as in Eq. �2�. Then, the en-
tanglement erasure of � is defined as the minimal asymptotic
noise rate needed to turn � into a separable state:

Eer��� ª sup
��0

lim sup
n→�

1

n
log N�n,�� .

As usual in information theory, we also define the optimistic
entanglement erasure by replacing the lim sup by the lim inf
in the previous formula:

Eer��� ª sup
��0

lim inf
n→�

1

n
log N�n,�� .

Theorem 2. For all bipartite states �=�AB,
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Eer��� � sup
��0

lim sup
n→�

inf
�� − R���n��1	�

1

n
S��� − S��� ,

where the infimum is over all COLUR maps R and separable
states �; and

Eer��� 	 lim inf
n→�

inf
�=R���n�

1

n
S��� − S��� ,

with the infimum is again over all COLUR maps R and sepa-
rable states �. �

We conjecture �without proof, at the moment� that the two
limits on the right-hand side coincide. Note that the main
difference �apart from the uses of lim inf and lim sup� is that
in the one we consider maps taking the original state to per-
fectly separable states, while in the other we still allow �
approximations �which is why we need to include the � in the
formula�. If this conjecture turns out to be true we have
warranted our intuition from the beginning of this section
that the entanglement erasure is the minimal entropy one has
to “add” to the state to make it separable.

It remains as a major open problem to prove this conjec-
ture, and perhaps to find a single-copy optimization formula
for the entanglement erasure Eer.

B. Classical correlations

Now we want to use the same approach to define and
study the classical correlation content of a quantum state.
The intuitive idea here is that what is left of the correlations
after erasing the quantum part ought to be addressed as the
classical correlations. In particular, a separable state has no
quantum correlations, so its total correlation �quantum mu-
tual information� should be addressed as classical correla-
tion.

This motivates not one but two definitions of classical
correlations. In the one we consider separable states � such
that there exists a LUR map R such that

�a� �R���n�−��1	�;
in the other, any local CPTP map T=TA � TB with

�b� �T���n�−��1	�.
Then let

C�er��� ª sup
��0

lim sup
n→�

sup
� s.t.�a�

1

n
I�A:B��,

C�er
* ��� ª sup

��0
limsup

n→�
sup

�s.t.�b�

1

n
I�A:B��.

In words, C�er��� is the largest asymptotic total erasure cost
of �near-�separable states accessible from many copies of �
by LUR, while C�er

* ��� extends the maximization over all
states accessible by arbitrary local operations �but, as in
LUR, no communication or correlation�.

Of course, we use the quantum mutual information to
measure the total correlations of the resulting near-separable
state, because of Theorem 1. There are also “optimistic” ver-
sions of these definitions, denoted C�er and C�er

* , by replac-
ing the lim sup by lim inf; but here we will not talk about
these variants.

C. The pure-state case

For a bipartite pure state �= ������ , ���=
i
��i�i��i� in

Schmidt form, the total correlation is I�A :B�=2S��A�
=2E���=2H��� �with �A=TrB��, i.e., twice the entropy of
entanglement. We will show that both the quantum and the
classical correlations are equal to E���=H���, the entropy of
entanglement. This is to be expected in the light of our in-
troductory example and from the fact of entanglement con-
centration �3�: indeed, for many copies of �, both Alice and
Bob can, without much distortion of the state, restrict them-
selves to their respective typical subspaces, and share a state
that is pretty much maximally entangled, at which point the
reasoning of the Introduction should hold.

In rigorous detail, both Alice and Bob have typical sub-
space projectors �A and �B for their reduced states �A

�n and
�B

�n, respectively, according to Lemma 1 in the Appendix.
Because of that result, we have that Tr���n�A � �B��1−�
for large enough n, and the state ���ª�A � �B����n has
Schmidt rank D	2n�S��A�+��. On the other hand, by the gentle
measurement Lemma 2, ��−��n�1	�8�¬�.

Now a pure state of Schmidt rank D can always be dis-
entangled by a local phase randomization using D equiprob-
able unitaries: if ���=
 j

�f j�j�A�j�B , �= ������, we let
Ukª
 je

2�ijk/D�j��j�, and have

1

D
�
k=1

D

�Uk � 1���Uk � 1�† = �
j

f j�j��j�A � �j��j�B.

Hence, applying this same randomization map to ��n will
�-disentangle this state.

On the other hand, let an �-disentangling map R for ��n

be given. Then, just as in the proof of Proposition 1,

log N � H�p� � Se�R,��n� � S„R���n�… − S���n�

� S��� − n� log d − ��� − 0

� S��A� − n� log d − ���

� S„R���n�A… − 2n� log d − 2���

� S��A
�n� − 2n� log d − 2���

� n�S��A� − 2� log d − 2���� ,

using, in this order, the triangle inequality in the first line,
then the Fannes inequality �with the separable state � which
we assume to exist �-close to R���n��, then the inequality
S��AB��S��A� for separable states �this is implied by the
majorization result of �16��, then the Fannes inequality once
more, and finally the fact that the local entropy can only
increase since we use a locally unital map.

Letting n→� and �→0, these considerations prove that
Eer���=Eer���=E���=S��A�.

By a similarly simple consideration, we can also calculate
the classical correlation of � �up to one only conjectured
entropic inequality�.

First, by simply locally dephasing the state ��n in its
Schmidt basis, we can obtain a separable, perfectly corre-
lated state ��n, which has as its quantum mutual information
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I�A:B���n = S��A
�n� = nE��� .

On the other hand, to show that this is �asymptotically� op-
timal, we need to consider local operations TA and TB �now
completely general, in the spirit of the definition of C�er

* �,
such that �= �TA � TB����n� is close to a separable state
� : ��−��1	�.

By implementing the local operations as local unitaries
UA , UB, with ancillas which we keep for reference �compare
Fig. 1�, we preserve the purity of the overall state: the output
state ���= �UA � UB���0�a����0�b� is the purification of �.
Hence �by Uhlmann’s theorem� there is a purification ��� of
� such that ��−��1	��, with an �� universally dependent on
� �17�. Now, invoking the Fannes inequality a couple of
times,

nE��� = E��� � E��� − n��log d − ����

�
�

I�A1:B1�� − n��log d − ����

� I�A1:B1�� − n�3� + ���log d − 3��� − ���� .

Division by n, and letting n→� �such that � ,��→0�, yields
the claim that the mutual information rate can asymptotically
not exceed E���. The inequality marked � in the third line
we were not able to prove rigorously �it is easily seen to be
true in a great number of cases�—it is codified in the follow-
ing conjecture, which we think is very plausible.

Conjecture 1. For a pure entangled state �=�AB, and local
operations TA ,TB, such that �= �TA � TB���� is separable,

I�A:B�� 	 E��� .

The major difficulty of proof stems from the fact that
Alice and Bob may use quite general local operations if their
goal is to maximize the classical correlation, e.g., they may
apply local unitaries involving ancillas, i.e., enlarge the Hil-
bert space �see Fig. 1�. If they do not do this, let us say for
example that Alice acts only on her typical subspace, then
she cannot increase her local entropy above n�S��A�+��,
which also is an upper bound for the mutual information of
the separable state. In general, of course, we would like to be

able to avoid such an assumption, and indeed the feeling is
that going out of the typical subspace is suboptimal anyway.

IV. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF QUANTUM
AND CLASSICAL CORRELATION; COMPARISON

WITH OTHER ENTANGLEMENT MEASURES

A. Total correlation

About the total correlation Cer���= I�A :B�� of a state we
know most, primarily so because we have a usable formula.
For example, because of strong subadditivity, it is monotonic
under local operations, and in Remark 2 we have already
argued that monotonicity extends to local operations and
classical communication.

Again because of its coinciding with the quantum mutual
information, we can easily relate the total correlation to dis-
tillability measures of quantum states, namely, total distill-
able correlation, distillable secret key, and distillable en-
tanglement �which are decreasing in this order�

I�A:B� � CR��� � K��� � ED��� .

�For the second quantity, the common randomness CR��� in
a state, see �18�; for the third and fourth, the distillable key
K��� and the distillable entanglement ED���, see the recent
results in �19�.�

B. Quantum and classical correlations

Our Theorem 2 narrows down the entanglement erasure
up to the regularization and getting rid of �. This is not good
enough to decide any of the properties we would like an
entanglement measure to have—in the first place, monoto-
nicity under local operations and classical communication.
Similarly, we do not know how to prove or disprove convex-
ity of Eer �a situation much in contrast to the total correla-
tions�.

On the other hand, these properties are easily seen for the
second variant of our classical correlation quantity, C�er

* : it is
monotonic under local operations �no communication al-
lowed, of course�, and it is convex.

Once more, we have at present little to offer in terms of
comparing the erasure �quantum and classical� correlation
measures to other quantifications of entanglement and clas-
sical correlation; clearly, we would like Eer to be an upper
bound on the distillable entanglement, and some version of
the classical correlation to be an upper bound on the distill-
able secret key. It has been suggested �20,21� that the �regu-
larized� relative entropy of entanglement should relate to the
entanglement erasure—while this would be a most interest-
ing result, we see no clear evidence either way.

An interesting question arises when we return to the pure-
state example of the Introduction, where the total correla-
tions could be erased neatly in two steps: first by adding the
minimal noise to dephase the state, and then going on from
there by adding noise to classically decorrelate it. We have
seen that for pure states this is so generally, even for the
asymptotic cost. But a priori, the definitions of quantum cor-
relations Eer and classical correlations C�er require us to tar-

FIG. 1. One can locally implement the CPTP maps TA and TB

using ancillas and unitaries. These unitaries rotate the initial pure
state ��� to a pure state ���= �UA � UB���0�a����0�b�, which hence has
the same entanglement as ���. The conjecture is thus a statement
about the pure state �: relative to �, it states that I�A1 :B1�
	S�A1A2�.
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get quite different separable states; Fig. 2 illustrates this
point.

Heuristically, for an initial state �, we could have a strat-
egy of adding local noise to turn it into a separable state �
�or close to�. Theorem 2 indicates that the cost will asymp-
totically be the entropic gap between � and � : S���−S���. In
the spirit of the introductory example, we then go further and
completely decorrelate �; according to Theorem 1 this will
cost I�A :B��=S��A�+S��B�−S��� bits of noise. Hence the
total cost of this two-step process will be

S��A� + S��B� − S��� ,

whereas if we had destroyed the correlations in one go, we
would have spent noise amounting to

I�A:B�� = S��A� + S��B� − S��� ,

which is in general smaller. We have equality if the optimal
disentangling map does not increase the local entropies �or,
in the asymptotic picture, only by a sublinear amount�. While
this seems reasonable to expect, we have no argument in
favor of this expectation.

Finally, is it true that the quantum correlation, measured
by the entanglement erasure Eer, is always smaller or equal to
the classical correlation? Our and perhaps the reader’s intu-
ition would answer yes, but to prove this from our definitions
seems not obvious.

V. MULTIPARTITE CORRELATIONS

By obvious generalizations of the approaches presented in
the previous two sections one can also easily define total
correlation and entanglement measures for more than two
parties in the many-copy limit.

We do not want to go into too much detail here but dis-
cuss an aspect of the total correlation measure Cer��� of a
state �A1…Ap

of p parties.
By easy generalizations of Propositions 1 and 2 �and Re-

mark 1�, one obtains that

Cer��� = �
i=1

p

S�Ai� − S�A1,…,Ap� . �16�

As before, this asymptotic measure does not depend on the
details of definition, and we find a generalization of the fact
that the randomization can be performed by one party alone
in the bipartite case: the parties can decorrelate themselves
locally one by one from the rest, and the individual costs add
up to Cer of Eq. �16�. In detail, let A1 decorrelate herself from
A2 ,… ,Ap using I�A1 :A2 ,… ,Ap� bits of randomness �by
Theorem 1�; then let A2 decorrelate himself from A3 ,… ,Ap
using I�A2 :A3 ,… ,Ap�; etc. Then adding up these quantities
yields obviously the right-hand side of Eq. �16�.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have addressed the problem of an opera-
tional definition of the total, quantum, and classical amounts
of correlation in a bipartite quantum state. We have shown
that the above quantities can be defined via the amount of
noise that is required to destroy the correlations.

We have proved that the total correlation in a bipartite
quantum state, measured by the asymptotically minimal
amount of noise needed to erase the correlation, equals the
quantum mutual information I�A :B�. Thus, our approach
gives the first clear operational definition of I�A :B� for any
given state. This even leads to an operational proof of strong
subadditivity; it is an interesting question whether the equal-
ity conditions derived recently �22� can be derived in this
way, too.

Then we extended our approach to definitions of the
quantum �entanglement� and classical correlation content: af-
ter definitions of these quantities in the spirit of erasure, by
the noise needed to destroy the entanglement, and the maxi-
mum correlation left after destroying the entanglement, we
proved partial results on these quantities, and related them to
other entanglement and correlation measures. In that context,
we also put forward the conjecture that the amount of quan-
tum correlations is always at most as large as the amount of
classical correlations. For pure states we have verified, up to
a plausible conjectured information inequality for separable

FIG. 2. Starting from �, this figure illustrates the different ob-
jectives one has when considering �i� the total correlations, �ii� the
quantum correlations, and �iii� the classical correlations. For this
purpose we have ignored the subtleties of the asymptotics, and sym-
bolize the noise required to go from one point in state space to
another by their distance. Then for �i� we seek the shortest way
�minimal noise� from � to the manifold of product states �and we
expect the target � to be ��A � �B�; for �ii� we seek instead the
shortest way from � to the convex set of separable states, and going
to the optimal point �1 and from there on to a product state �1 may
in total yield a suboptimal erasure procedure. Finally, for �iii�, we
want to go from � to a separable state �2 of maximal correlation
�=distance from product states�. Even if the transition from � to �2

is done by a local randomizing map, it could be that the noise cost
is significantly larger than that of going from � to �1. For the pure
state �=� we have argued in Sec. III C that all three optimal paths
coincide, and that in fact Eer���=C�er

* ���= �1/2�Cer���=E���.
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states, that the proposed quantum and classical correlation
measures coincide with the entropy of entanglement. In gen-
eral, we had to leave open the questions of LO�CC� mono-
tonicity and convexity of Eer and C�er. �That C�er

* is mono-
tonic under local operations is, however, trivial from the
definition.�

The reader who is acquainted with the work of Horodecci
and co-workers �23� will sense that there is a relation be-
tween their “thermodynamical” approach to correlations via
extractable work �=purity�, and ours, even though superfi-
cially we seem to go in opposite directions: we consider the
entropy increase necessary to destroy correlations—and this
directly gives a correlation measure; in the approach of �23�
the purity content decreases as one restricts the set of al-
lowed operations, and the “total correlation” appears as a
deficit between global operations and local operations. If one
allows also communication, the deficit is a quantum correla-
tion measure. Recently, however, these authors have been
able to relate this latter deficit to the entropy production
when turning the given state into a product via certain LOCC
maps �20�. Via Landauer erasure, this now looks a lot more
like our model, and indeed it seems to be the case that by
their including classical communication, �20� allows for a
wider class of destructive operations, and consequently, the
resulting entanglement measure is no larger than our Eer.
This makes the lower bound from �20� applicable, yielding
that the entanglement erasure is lower bounded by the rela-
tive entropy of entanglement �with respect to the separable
set�. It remains to be investigated whether there is indeed a
gap between them or whether the difference is washed out in
the asymptotic limit involved in both definitions.
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APPENDIX A: TYPICALITY, OPERATOR CHERNOFF
BOUND, AND MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS

From �24� we cite the following definitions and properties
of typical subspaces.

For the state density operator � choose a diagonalization
�=�ipi�i��i� �such that S���=H�p��. Then, with I= i1 ,… , in

and

pI = pi1
¯ pin

,

�I��I� = �i1��i1� � ¯ � �in��in� ,

��n=�IpI�I��I�. We call �with ��0 fixed implicitly� a state
�I� typical if

�− log pI − nS���� � �n .

We define the �-typical subspace to be the subspace
spanned by all typical states, and � to be the orthogonal
projector onto the typical subspace �n and � as before im-
plicit�.

The following theorem states the properties of the typical
subspace and its projector � �which can easily be proved by
the definitions and the law of large numbers�.

Lemma 1 (typical subspace theorem). For any state �,
integer n, and ��0 let � be the typical subspace projector.
Then we have the following properties.

�1� For all ��0 and sufficiently large n,

Tr���n�� � 1 − � .

In other words, by enlarging n the probability of � to be
found in the typical subspace can be made as close to 1 as
desired.

�2� For sufficiently large n, the dimension of the typical
subspace equals Tr �, and satisfies

2n�S���−�� 	 Tr � 	 2n�S���+��.

Indeed, for all n,

2n�S���−��� 	 ���n� 	 2n�S���+��� .

Lemma 2 (gentle measurement �25��. Let � be a density
operator with Tr �	1, and X an operator with 0	X	1,
such that Tr �X�Tr �−�, then

�� − �X��X�1 	 �8� .

�The factor 8 can be improved to 4: see �26�.� Here the
operator order is defined by saying that X�Y if and only if
X−Y is positive semidefinite. This is a partial order. The
interval �A ;B� is defined as the set of all operators X such
that A	X and X	B.

Furthermore, we shall make use of the following result.
Lemma 3 (operator Chernoff bound �27��. Let X1 ,… ,XN

be i.i.d. �independent identically distributed� random vari-
ables taking values in the operator interval �0;1��B�Cd� and
with expectation EXi=M ��1. Then, for 0	�	1, and de-

noting X̄= �1/N��i=1
N Xi,

Pr�X̄ � �1 + ��M� 	 d exp�− N
��2

2
� ,

Pr�X̄ � �1 − ��M� 	 d exp�− N
��2

2
� .
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